
FULL-SERVICE RESTAURANT



 Up to 50% greater productivity
 

 Cook times reduced by about 10%
 

 A new 12 minute quick clean
 

 Self-cleaning feature

 All while improving food quality with  
 repeatable, consistent results. 

 A multifunctional piece of equipment  
 that can be used 24 hours a day

Connected Cooking. Empower Your Kitchen.



 Intelligent tilt skillets

 Sticking to the pan? Not anymore
 

 Long preheat? Not anymore
 

 Recovery time? Nearly instant

 Boil, pan fry, deep fry, sous vide  
 and pressure cook all-in-one 

 A multifunctional piece of equipment  
 that can be used 24 hours a day

More Than A Vacuum Sealer...

 Tenderize

 Marinate

 Extend shelf life to reduce waste

 Control food costs

 Zero waste kitchen

 Bag + bagless solutions



 Food cost savings

 Increased yield

 Labor savings

 Overnight cooking

 Shorter ticket times

 Ventless convenience

 Improved consistency 

 A multifunctional piece of equipment  
 that can be used 24 hours a day

Why CVap®?

Food costs are soaring, labor (of any 
kind) is more difficult to find and 
retain. Operators need to maximize 
food yield and labor; Winston’s CVap® 
helps with both.

Hestan Commercial...no need to sacrifice beauty 
for durability. Prior to launching their commercial 
division, the Hestan team spent years listening 
to and consulting with acclaimed chefs to 
develop purpose-built, innovative products for 
the professional kitchen. Originally known for 
beautiful heavy-duty custom cooking suites, 
Hestan has grown to offer much more.

From Custom Cooking Suites to Chef Series 
Ranges, Hestan is truly committed to the 
enjoyment and experience food brings to us all.



More Than A Blast Chiller...

 Blast chill
 

 Shock freeze

 Low temp cook
  

 Thaw

Why Choose Irinox?

 Extend shelf life

 Reduce food costs

 Manage labor more efficiently

 Improve food quality 

 A multifunctional piece of equipment  
 that can be used 24 hours a day

Since launching in 2015, Hestan has received 
17 awards for various innovative designs.

 Fit and finish above all
 

 Extreme durability & cleanability
 

 Industry-leading 4 year warranty

 Made in the U.S.A.

and Smart Control Panels… 

 Low temp cook then auto chill or freeze
 

 Low temp cook then hot hold
 

 Thaw then hold cold then low temp cook



   Guaranteed beer temps - within  
 1 degree

   Traditional beer systems lose up  
 to 25%

   Chill-Rite produces 95%+ keg   
 yields on average

   Solutions for beer, water, wine,  
        coffee & cocktails



   Stone hearth ovens

   Gas vertical rotisseries 

   Wood-fired grills + rotisseries

   Gas + electric plancha griddles

From back of the house  
kitchen tools you need  
for your professional kitchen to 
table settings that stand out.

   Bar solutions
 

   Buffet, catering & display
 

   Beverage & countertop
 

   Kitchen tools and food prep
 

   Squeeze bottles
 

   Serving solutions
 

   Tabletop solutions

Every Ware. Every Day.



SCAN HERE FOR OUR FULL 
LIST OF MANUFACTURERS
ELEVATEFSG.COM

P.O. Box 60
Boxford, MA 01921

617.546.2360
connect@elevatefsg.com


